
Project title Setting up a modern Fabrication Laboratory specialized in the production of
prototypes and parts using metal 3D printing technology - 3D Metal FabLab

Sector Services

Location Sarajevo

Location description Municipality Novo Sarajevo - Novo Sarajevo is  the second most developed
municipality in Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, and one of the commercial
and business centers of Sarajevo, housing many of the city's major companies,
corporations, institutions and organizations.

Company description FabLab BiH is the only organization of it’s kind in BiH providing additive
manufacturing (AM) services (rapid prototyping, 3D Modeling, 3D Printing, 3D
Scanning, training and STEM education) all in one location, at FabLab Sarajevo on
University Campus. It is an all-inclusive non-profit organization working to
increase the promotion of digital fabrication, STEM education, and dissemination
of innovations in science, engineering, design and arts in BiH. We provide access
to skills, materials, and advanced 3D printing technologies, to allow anyone to
make (almost) anything. It is our purpose to ‘Make science and innovation open
to everyone.’

Project status Conceptual phase
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Project description The project proposes setting up of a modern Fabrication Laboratory specialized in
the production of prototypes and parts using metal 3D printing technology - Metal
FabLab. The Metal FabLab would be able to produce metal and composite
components (fiber, kevlar and others) for different industry sectors and company
sizes significantly more cost-effectively than is currently possible. Within the Metal
FabLab parts with unique shape complexity will be produced, opening new
opportunities in design and providing major reduction of material losses in
comparison with conventional manufacturing. In addition, using Metal FabLab
services, companies, organizations and R&D can significantly reduce lead times
and accelerate the manufacturing process of the final product. Benefits of the
Metal FabLab are: Geometric complexity without extra cost, Optimized lightweight
structures, Increased part functionality, Merging assemblies into a single part,
Excellent material properties.
The organization seeks the strategic partner for investment in purchasing of
equipment and building of infrastructure.

Estimated total
investment cost

210.000        EUR

Inputs provided by local
partner

Value Description

30.000  EUR Existing lab, experts, network, lab space and support
equipment.

Inputs required from
foreign partner

Value Description

180.000   EUR Infrastructure, core equipment and tools

Form of cooperation  with

foreign partner

Financial Technical

Partnership

Supporting information
available

For additional information about this project, please contact either by e-mail:
info@e-ventexpo.com or phone number: +387 61 162 591


